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ow many times have you come up against
issues that are inherent to mold design
when trying to resolve a production problem? If the issues are bad enough and the
production volumes allow, you make a new
mold or modify the existing mold—both of
which are expensive solutions. To be proactive
and avoid new tooling issues moving forward,
the answer is simple: conduct a review of the mold design
before cutting the steel.
The mold design review must be properly applied, however.
Issues missed in this review often may not be realized until the
mold has completed qualification and is in production. Then,
weaknesses in the design begin to surface via mold breakages,
the need for excessive cleaning or maintenance difficulties. A
key aspect of effective mold design review is properly integrating the issues and recommendations identified in the design–
for-manufacturing (DFM) and simulation phases, and then
ensuring the tool meets the specifications set forth from the
review process. In the end, however, a mold’s ultimate performance can only be as good as the part design.
The following sequence is recommended as a best practice
for creating a mold design that is an effective manufacturing
solution for an injection-molded part.
1. Conduct a DFM review of the part design. A DFM review conducted by an experienced tooling and processing engineer ensures
that the part design adheres to common plastic part design “rules”
and injection molding process constraints. After a DFM review, it

is not unusual for a part’s predicted cycle time to be reduced by 50
percent, and for cosmetic appearance and yield to improve.
2. Perform a flow simulation. Tooling simulations have
become more popular as companies continue to push the envelope with ambitious part designs. A flow study based purely
on the component geometry enables designers and engineers
to strategize best-case gating locations and runner layouts, and
optimized water placements. The needed level of simulation
depends on the complexity of the component and the tool. It
can range from a fill-pack and warp study to full tool-simulation studies. Hot runner systems are also being incorporated
into these types of analyses, as are the cost and performance
values of conformal cooling and variotherm technologies.
3. Establish mold specifications that define and communicate
to the mold designer all necessary requirements for what the
mold will do and how it will function, and that are critical for

meeting the buyer’s requirements. The mold design review should
be completed based upon this document. The mold specification
should also address all of the issues identified in the DFM and
simulation reviews. Including the relevant output of those reviews
within the exact mold specification is most effective.
This preliminary work can influence material selection and
tooling requirements; gate location, size and type; cosmetic
constraints; ejection requirements and constraints; venting
requirements; warpage-risk prediction, and specific core and
cavity temperature-control requirements; cycle-time prediction and basic processing-setting sheets.

Mold Design Review
The mold designer then uses the information gathered for
him from the previous steps to generate a mold design and
submit a tool assembly drawing to the mold buyer for
approval. The next step is mold design review,
which ensures that the mold will meet
specified equirements and comply
with proven industry best
practices. Despite pressure to
complete this step as fast as possible, conducting a poor mold
design review is not cost-effective.
As the mold progresses through
the manufacturing process, the
cost of correcting errors climbs
rapidly. Instead of rushing, consider
each of the following factors during your
next mold design review:
Structural integrity. Is the mold appropriately designed to
withstand the forces it will encounter in handling and
operation? Consider general alignment from pillars and
bushings,not just the fixed and moving halves, but also any
moving elements. Is the proposed guidance sufficient to ensure
properalignment and long life? Are the bearing elements
accessible for mold maintenance? Are proper straps and lifting
points for safe handling included in the design?
Mold splitting and alignment control. For many molds, wear
at the split lines greatly influences mold life and part quality, so
accurate control of the split lines during final closing is crucial.
On the main mold halves, alignment locks are an effective way
to ensure consistent mold closing. Locks need to follow manufacturers’ recommendations for loading and should be incorporated into the mold to minimize thermal expansion effects.
A good mold design review considers the alignment of all
moving cavity-forming sections. Side cores and rising cores
must be designed to consistently and accurately locate when
the mold is new and as the mold wears. To accurately predict
which surfaces will wear and how that wear will impact the
moving mold element location, assess how well the element is
guided and located in its closed position. It is also important
to consider the influence of melt pressure. Too often, a rising
core does not make a hard stop and an undercut feature moves
in position, depending on the molding conditions. Alignment
issues rarely crop up when the mold is new, but, as the cycle
count goes up, problems creep in.
Gating/runner system. Ensure that the gating solution implemented in the mold design is consistent with what was used
in the simulation. The most common problem that is identified
in troubleshooting a mold is that its actual performance does
not match what was predicted in the simulation. The first element to check is gate size. It is surprising how often the gating
specified in the mold design does not match what was used
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cooling circuits to be added, for example, but care must be
taken not to sacrifice channel diameter for the perfect channel
location. Oftentimes, a compromise must be made to ensure a
sufficient flow rate for removal of the required amount of heat
A tool design review can be conducted on the CAD model of the tool assembly.
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